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Ron Frye A Virtual 
Madison 
Symphony 
Christmas 

A Virtual Madison Symphony 
Christmas 

Register through the 
Overture Center web 
page and watch on your 
internet for free

Kids, Adults this free, hour-long concert needs you to register in advance and only asks for a 
donation. You can view it between Dec 16 and Dec 31 as many times as you 
want.  Watch for Prairie member Ron Frye. Hear John DeMain on the piano. The 
concert has the usual players MSO Chorus, professional soloists, Mt Zion Gospel 
Ensemble and Madison Youth Choirs. There is no big Bach Cantata, but plenty of 
familiar carols accompanied by piano and the Overture Concert Organ. 

Ron Frye & Barbara 
Chatterton Frye

Burberry 
advertisem
ent 
updates 
Singin' in 
the Rain

Burberry advertisement 
updates Singin' in the Rain

Singing in the Rain 
Burberry Ad

Kids, Adults Dancing while dodging snowballs

Robin Proud Movie Fisherman's Friend Netflix Adults  loosely based on a true story - unknown group of fishermen/singers from Cornwall 
gets discovered, city man learns to appreciate small town pleasures, story is a 
predictable but still charming and music is great

Ron Frye Movie The Bishop's Wife  1947 B & 
W

Hulu, Prime Video, 
Apple TV Fandango, 
Ron has the DVD

Kids, Adults  Rotten Tomatoes  84%;  IMDb  7.6/10  Starromg Cary Grant, David Niven, Loretta 
Young
Ron’s synopsis:  The story of a fundraiser in angst, The Bishop (David Niven), a 
cantankerous donor and an angel (Cary Grant) that comes to help.  Loretta Young 
is the Bishop’s wife and she catches the angel’s eye.  You will see special effects 
that are not computer generated.  Most people haven’t seen this holiday movie 
and I wonder why it isn’t one of the classics.  

Yes, people can borrow 
it

Mary Mullen Movie The Last Picture Show Adults This is a 1971 coming-of-age movie about several high school friends during their 
senior year and the adults that surround them.  It takes place in a dying Texas 
town at the time of the Korean War.  To me, who grew up in a small town, it 
seemed extremely realistic which is why I've seen in several times, getting more 
out of it each time.  The fact that it is shot in black and white makes it easier to 
concentrate on the characters which are all quite memorable.

Mary Mullen Movie Loving Vincent YouTube Adults The movie explores the mystery of Vincent Van Gogh's life and death through the 
questions of a young man who is supposed to deliver a letter.  Two things make 
this movie outstanding:  the fact that you will change your mind about his death 
many times during the movie and the visual presentation that is entirely in the style 
of Van Gogh's well-known paintings.  It's a once in a lifetime experience.

Mary Mullen Movie Little Miss Sunshine Netflix Kids, Adults A dysfunctional family - parents, grandfather, depressed uncle, teenage brother, 
and "Little Miss Sunshine" - is brought together by their 9-year-old who has signed 
up to enter a beauty contest.  You'll love the challenges they face on the road trip 
they take to get to the contest as well as the actual contest.  Lots of laughs, lots of 
surprises, serious things to think about.

Nancy Wunderlin Podcast Happier with Gretchen Rubin Apple Podcasts, 
Stitcher, Overcast, etc

Adults Gretchen Rubin is the author of the Happiness Project and other books. Her 
podcast is full of stories and tips on how to know yourself better and create a 
happier life. She co-hosts with her sister. 

Renee Deschard Podcast Pod Save America/Crooked 
Media

YouTube, online, maybe 
podcast services

Adults https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCKRoXz3hHAu2XL_k3Ef4vJQ  Created by 3 
Obama speechwriters, they cover politics and inject humor. There are several 
different podcasts which are also available on their youtube channel

Robin Proud TV Show Schitt's Creek Netflix, apparently 
coming to Comedy 
Central soon, also 
available to purchase

Adults It starts out as a typical "fish out of water" story (rich family loses everything and 
has to live in a small-town motel) but develops into a warm, but still wacky, ode to 
family and community. 

Kate Liu TV Show The Good Place Netflix Adults Fascinating take on the afterlife
Kate Liu TV Show Lucifer Netflix Adults
Kate Liu TV Show Call the Midwife Netflix Adults Midwives in the east end of London, 1950s
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Nancy Wunderlin TV Show The Queen's Gambit Netflix Adults Coming of age story about an orphaned chess prodigy
John Wunderlin TV Show Queen's Gambit Netflix Adults Great series with interesting characters
Mary Mullen TV Show Last Tango in Halifax PBS Adults This series follows a retired couple in England who were sweethearts in high 

school who lost each other due to a mix-up about a date, but then found each 
other in old age after both had lost their spouses.  Their adult off-spring who 
continue to get into scrapes and their teenage children are part of the drama too.  
A little like a soap opera, the show is entertaining, humorous, and heart-warming.  

Morris Sadicario YouTube 
channel

All of Bach - Netherlands 
Bach Society

YouTube Adults All of the works of Johann Sebastian Bach

Ron Frye & Barbara 
Chatterton Frye

YouTube 
channel

Over the Rainbow Eva 
Cassidy

YouTube, Over the 
Rainbow Eva Cassidy 
You tube

Kids, Adults Canadian songbird acoustic guitar and vocals.  

Renee Deschard YouTube 
channel

Uncomfortable Conversations 
with a Black Man

YouTube Kids, Adults https://www.youtube.com/user/Eacho18  There are many episodes on a wide 
range of topics, highly recommend!

Renee Deschard YouTube 
channel

Rebecca Watson YouTube Adults https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFJxE0l3cVYU4kHzi4qVEkw  Rebecca 
Watson is a writer, performer, science enthusiast, and nerd who leads a team of 
feminist critical thinkers at Skepchick.org. She debunks psuedo-science

Ron Frye & Barbara 
Chatterton Frye

Bohemian Rhapsody All 
Trombone cover

Bomeniam Rhapsody All 
Trombone cover

Kids, Adults Did you know trombones could handle so many parts 

Ron Frye & Barbara 
Chatterton Frye

Bohemian Rhapsody Aca 
Pop! kids

Bohemian Rhapsody by 
Aca Pop! kids

Kids, Adults great acapella kids singing and tight video editing


